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2024 classification [4]. CCOC is a high-grade odonto-
genic malignant tumor with approximately 117 cases 
reported so far [4, 5]. However, its incidence remains 
unclear. The mandible is the most common site of origin; 
CCOC occurs in the mandible three times as frequently 
as the maxilla, with 43% of all lesions arising in the pos-
terior body and lower ramus [6]. CCOCs vary in behav-
ior, from indolent tumors to frequently recurring tumors. 
Recurrence has been reported in 52.4% of cases [5]. 
The tumors have metastasized in approximately 12% of 
reported cases, usually to the cervical lymph nodes and 
lungs and less frequently to the bone [4]. Metastases are 
rare at the time of presentation, and the outcome in 15% 
of the cases is death, with a median survival of 14 years. 

Background
Clear cell odontogenic carcinoma (CCOC) is often con-
sidered a rare tumor; it was first described by Hansen 
in 1985 [1]. Formerly known as a clear cell odontogenic 
tumor, this locally aggressive benign tumor was renamed 
as a CCOC in the World Health Organization classifica-
tion of 1992 [2] and categorized as a malignant tumor 
after this classification was revised in 2005 [3]. However, 
it is still considered a malignant tumor according to the 
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Abstract
Background Clear cell odontogenic carcinoma (CCOC) is a rare odontogenic malignant tumor. The standard 
treatment for CCOC is surgical resection and adjuvant radiotherapy (RT). Radiotherapy is generally considered 
in inoperable cases. However, there are no reports on definitive RT for CCOC, and the role of RT in patients with 
inoperable CCOC remains unknown. Therefore, in this report, we present two cases of carbon-ion (C-ion) RT for CCOC.

Case presentation In case 1, a 73-year-old man with mandibular CCOC presented with recurrence in the inferior 
temporal fossa after two tumor resections. The tumor was considered inoperable, and C-ion RT (57.6 Gy in 16 
fractions) was administered. The tumor remained controlled even after 20 months of C-ion RT; however, the patient 
died of other causes. In case 2, a 34-year-old man with maxillary CCOC presented with recurrence in the left sinonasal 
region after two tumor resections. The tumor was considered inoperable, and C-ion RT (64 Gy in 16 fractions) was 
administered. However, recurrence was observed in the irradiated field 19 months after the treatment. Subsequently, 
C-ion RT (64 Gy in 16 fractions) was repeated for the recurrent tumors. Seven years and 6 months after the initial 
irradiation, the tumor remains controlled, and the patient is alive without any unexpected serious adverse events.

Conclusion C-ion RT may be an effective treatment option for patients with inoperable CCOC.
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Furthermore, recurrence and metastasis can develop 
after several years [6, 7].

There are no treatment guidelines for CCOC due to its 
rarity. The standard treatment in reported cases is com-
plete surgical resection [5, 7]. Adjuvant radiotherapy has 
no defined role, but it may be appropriate for patients 
with soft tissue extension, aggressive growth, or incom-
plete surgical margins [7]. Radiotherapy (RT) is usu-
ally considered for inoperable cases [8, 9]; however, no 
definitive RT has been reported for CCOC cases [7]. Fur-
thermore, the radiosensitivity of CCOCs and the role of 
radiotherapy in unresectable CCOCs remain unknown. 
Carbon-ions (C-ions) provide higher linear energy trans-
fer and larger relative biological effectiveness (RBE) than 
photons [10]. Additionally, C-ion RT provides better dose 
distribution than conventional photon therapy because 
of its particle nature; the weight of the particles reduces 
their lateral scattering [10], reducing the dose to risk 
organs and safely concentrating the higher doses on the 
target organ, which is not possible with conventional RT. 
This offers a greater possibility of tumor control, even in 
radioresistant non-squamous cell carcinomas (SCCs). In 
clinical studies, C-ion RT showed therapeutic efficacy in 
patients with non-SCC, such as salivary gland carcinoma 
and mucosal melanoma [11, 12]. Therefore, C-ion RT 
may have therapeutic potential for CCOC as a non-SCC; 
however, this has not yet been reported. Thus, in this 
case report, we report two cases of CCOCs treated with 
C-ion RT at our institution.

C-ion RT
Detailed target delineation, treatment planning, com-
puted tomography (CT) examinations, and immobiliza-
tion devices for C-ion RT have been previously described 
[12, 13]. The clinical and planning target volumes for the 
initial irradiation and re-irradiation cases were deter-
mined based on the reports of Ikawa et al. [12] and 
Hayasi et al. [13], respectively. The C-ion doses were 
expressed as RBE-weighted doses based on the modified 
microdosimetric kinetic model [14] and defined as the 
physical dose multiplied by the C-ion RBE [15].

Dose-volume histogram analysis for the organ at risk
Dose-volume histogram (DVH) parameters were calcu-
lated using MIM Maestro version 6.8.7. (MIM Software 
Inc., Cleveland, OH, USA).

Evaluation and follow-up examination
Follow-up examinations included CT or magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) and endoscopic examinations every 
2–3 months for the first 2 years and every 3–6 months 
after that. Acute and late reactions in normal tissues were 
classified following the National Cancer Institute’s Com-
mon Terminology of Criteria for Adverse Effects (version 

4.0) [16]. Tumor response was evaluated following the 
Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors guidelines 
(version 1.1).

Case presentation
Case 1
A 73-year-old man with an extensive CCOC relapse 
was referred to our institution for C-ion RT. The patient 
had undergone surgical therapy for the right mandible 
17 years before presenting at our hospital. However, no 
diagnosis was made at that time. Thirteen years postop-
eratively, the patient noticed painless swelling of the alve-
olar mucosa of the left anterior mandible, which rapidly 
enlarged and was ulcerated. A biopsy was performed, and 
the patient was initially diagnosed with mucoepidermoid 
carcinoma. Clinically, the mandibular tumor recurred, 
and no metastases to regional lymph nodes or other 
organs were observed. Furthermore, segmental resec-
tion of the mandible and reconstruction of the rectus 
abdominis with myocutaneous and deltopectoral flaps 
were performed. Finally, the mandibular tumor was con-
firmed to be a CCOC. Muramatsu et al. have reported 
the pathological findings and clinical history of this case 
[17]. Three years and 8 months after the second surgery, 
local recurrence was observed on a follow-up MRI scan. 
T1-weighted MRI showed a 67  mm (L), 69  mm (W), 
and 60  mm (H) low-intensity recurrent tumor located 
at the intratemporal fossa extending to the cranial base 
(Fig. 1a). Complete resection was difficult, and C-ion RT 
was recommended based on interdisciplinary discus-
sions. C-ion RT using the passive irradiation method 
was administered at 57.6 Gy in 16 fractions (Fig. 1b) and 
was completed as scheduled. During irradiation, grade 
3 mucositis and grade 2 dermatitis appeared, but they 
improved with conservative treatment. Twenty months 
after irradiation, no recurrence was observed (Fig.  1c). 
Furthermore, no lymph nodes or distant metastases were 
observed; however, the patient died from other diseases. 
Regarding late adverse events, grade 1 dermatitis per-
sisted, but no osteoradionecrosis was observed. C-ion RT 
partially irradiated high doses of the reconstructed tissue; 
however, no flap loss or wound dehiscence was observed.

Case 2
A 34-year-old man with a CCOC relapse was referred to 
our hospital for C-ion RT. The patient presented to the 
dental clinic with left maxillary tooth pain 3 years and 6 
months before presenting to our hospital. The cause of 
the pain was unknown, and the patient was referred to the 
Oral Surgery Division of the hospital. A CT scan revealed 
a neoplastic lesion in the left maxilla. A biopsy was per-
formed, and odontogenic carcinoma was suspected. 
Partial maxillectomy with tumor resection and recon-
struction using a rectus abdominis musculocutaneous 
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flap were performed, and the pathological diagnosis was 
CCOC (Fig.  2a). One year and 10 months after the ini-
tial surgery, a local recurrence was observed, and tumor 
resection was performed. However, 1 year and 6 months 
after the second surgery, contrast-enhanced T1-weighted 
MRI showed a 34 mm (L), 32 mm (W), and 34 mm (H) 
recurrence extending to the left orbital apex (Fig.  2b). 
Complete resection was difficult. C-ion RT was recom-
mended based on interdisciplinary discussions. C-ion 
RT using the scanning irradiation method was adminis-
tered at 64 Gy in 16 fractions (Fig. 2c) and was completed 
as scheduled. During irradiation, grade 2 mucositis and 
grade 1 dermatitis developed, and they improved with 
conservative treatment. In this C-ion RT plan, DVH anal-
ysis for the organ at risk was as follows: dose received at 
20% volume (D20%) = 64.60  Gy for the optic nerve, vol-
ume receiving 40  Gy (V40) = 3.24 cm3, and maximum 
dose (Dmax) = 59.68  Gy for the eyeball. Subsequently, 
the tumors tended to shrink (Fig.  2d). One year and 7 
months after C-ion RT, a recurrent lesion was found in 
the irradiated field (Fig.  3a). A treatment strategy was 
discussed at the Cancer Board. The patient was treated 
with a C-ion RT re-irradiation (re-C-ion RT) using the 
scanning irradiation method, administered at 64  Gy in 
16 fractions (Fig. 3b). During irradiation, grade 2 muco-
sitis and grade 1 dermatitis developed and were managed 
using conservative treatment. The DVH analysis for the 
organ at risk during this re-C-ion RT plan was as follows: 
D20% = 42.74  Gy for the optic nerve, V40 = 0.36 cm3, 
and Dmax = 54.09  Gy for the eyeball. Seven years and 6 
months after the initial irradiation, no local recurrence or 
distant metastasis has been observed, and the patient is 
still alive (Fig. 3c). Regarding late adverse events, a grade 

4 optic nerve disorder on the affected side was observed 
2 years and 10 months after the initial irradiation. 
However, the right visual function on the healthy side 
remained normal. Intraocular/vitreous hemorrhage was 
also observed 3 years and 9 months after the initial irra-
diation, but the eyeball could be preserved without pain 
symptoms (Fig. 3c). There was no evidence of osteoradio-
necrosis. Shrinkage of the grafted tissue was observed in 
the reconstructed tissue; however, no flap loss or wound 
dehiscence was observed.

Discussion
To date, no effective treatment has been reported for 
cases of inoperable CCOC. Therefore, it is clinically 
essential to provide a definitive treatment to ensure ther-
apeutic efficacy. To our knowledge, this is the first report 
on CCOC treatment with RT. We showed that C-ion 
RT could offer acceptable adverse events and therapeu-
tic efficacy for inoperable CCOCs, although there have 
been cases of re-C-ion RT. Therefore, C-ion RT should 
be considered as the definitive treatment for inoperable 
CCOCs.

Local control was obtained in case 1, with a prescribed 
dose of 57.6  Gy. However, in case 2, local recurrence 
occurred after C-ion RT with a prescribed dose of 64 Gy. 
Therefore, the patient was re-irradiated with C-ion RT 
at 64  Gy and has been under local control for 7 years 
and 6 months. We administered two prescribed doses 
of 57.6 Gy and 64 Gy in 16 fractions to patients 1 and 2 
respectively, for the same pathology, based on the find-
ings of a phase I/II trial conducted between 1994 and 
1997 [18], in which a dose of 64  Gy was generally pre-
scribed and a dose of 57.6  Gy was recommended when 

Fig. 1 Carbon-ion radiotherapy for mandibular clear cell odontogenic carcinoma (a) Extensive clear cell odontogenic carcinoma originating from the 
left mandible: axial, T2 weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (b) Dose distribution of carbon-ion radiotherapy, with a prescribed dose of 57.6 Gy 
in 16 fractions The isodose lines correspond to 95%, 90%, 70%, 50%, 30%, and 10% dose areas. Representative computed tomography images are used 
to delineate planning target volume (yellow)(c) Twenty months after carbon-ion radiotherapy: no tumor growth or recurrence and stable disease in axial, 
contrast-enhanced T1 weighted MRI
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wide areas of skin or mucosa were present in the tar-
get volume. In case 1, 57.6 Gy was selected because the 
target was widely spread in the skin and oral mucosa. 
Conversely, as there was no skin or oral mucosa in close 
proximity, a dose of 64  Gy was administered to patient 
2. Currently, doses of 64.0  Gy are more commonly 
employed because advances in treatment techniques 
such as scanning irradiation methods [19] and rotating 
gantries [20] have enabled skin and mucosal sparing. As 

a result, local control was achieved in both cases; how-
ever, the optimal dose and fractionation of CCOCs are 
controversial. Therefore, it is necessary to increase the 
number of cases and consider the prescribed doses in 
the future. Additionally, it may be possible to safely treat 
CCOC using conventional photon RT with advances in 
treatment techniques such as intensity-modulated RT, 
although the efficacy is unknown owing to no available 

Fig. 2 Initial carbon-ion radiotherapy for maxillary clear cell odontogenic carcinoma (a) Histopathological findings using hematoxylineosin staining: 
this specimen is of the initial surgical resection in 2013. The tumor shows predominantly clear to faintly eosinophilic cytoplasm, well-demarcated cell 
membranes, and irregular, small, dark-staining nuclei (b) Recurrence of clear cell odontogenic carcinoma originating from the left maxilla: axial, contrast-
enhanced T1 weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (c) Dose distribution of initial carbon-ion radiotherapy, with a prescribed dose of 64 Gy in 
16 fractions. The isodose lines correspond to 95%, 90%, 70%, 50%, 30%, and 10% dose areas. Representative computed tomography images are used to 
delineate gross tumor volume (red) and plan target volume (yellow) (d) Fifteen months after carbon-ion radiotherapy, no tumor growth or recurrence is 
observed, and the patient has a stable disease: axial, contrast-enhanced T1 weighted MRI.
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reports of photon RT alone for CCOC. Further studies 
are expected in the future.

Three reports have been published on charged-particle 
therapy for odontogenic carcinomas [21–23]. Treatment 
with C-ion RT has been reported for ameloblastic car-
cinomas (AC), which have the same odontogenic malig-
nancy as CCOC [21]. Jensen et al. reported that C-ion 
RT with 60  Gy in 20 fractions was effective for inoper-
able AC cases, although the follow-up period was only 
3 months [21]. There are also reports that proton beam 
therapy (PBT) is effective for AC [22, 23]. Yamagata et 
al. reported hypofractionated PBT at a dose of 69 Gy in 
23 fractions in patients with AC who survived for more 
than 5 years without any evidence of recurrence or side 
effects [22]. Takayama et al. reported that PBT (71.4 Gy 
in 32 fractions) combined with a continuous intra-arte-
rial infusion of cisplatin (40 mg/m2) and docetaxel (8 mg/
m2) for AC resulted in 94 months of survival without 
relapse or metastasis [23]. The radiosensitivities of AC 
and CCOC are unknown; however, they are odontogenic 
carcinomas that may be similar. Therefore, owing to the 
effectiveness of C-ion RT and PBT in treating AC, thera-
peutic efficacy using C-ion RT and PBT can be achieved 
for CCOC cases.

The patient in case 2 received re-C-ion RT for recur-
rence after C-ion RT and has been in local control for 
7 years and 6 months. Hayashi et al. [13] reported on 
using re-C-ion RT for recurrent head and neck malig-
nancies after C-ion RT. The 2-year local control, locore-
gional control, and progression-free and overall survival 
rates were 40.5, 33.5%, 29.4%, and 59.6%, respectively. 
Re-C-ion RT may be expected to achieve efficacy against 

CCOC recurrence after C-ion RT. Hayashi et al. also 
reported that serious late adverse events of grade 3 or 
higher occurred in 37.5% of patients, including grade 5 
central nervous system necrosis in 2% of patients who 
underwent re-C-ion RT [13]. Therefore, indications for 
re-irradiation should be carefully considered.

In case 2, a grade 4 optic nerve disorder and intraocu-
lar/vitreous hemorrhage were observed. Hasegawa et al. 
reported that a dose of < 60 Gy at D20% of the optic nerve 
volume was an independent risk factor for optic nerve 
disorders after C-ion RT [24]. Furthermore, Nachankar 
et al. reported that V40 ≥ 0.83 cm3 and Dmax ≥ 54.75 Gy 
for the eyeball were considered risk factors after C-ion 
RT for intraocular/vitreous hemorrhage [25]. In this case, 
the dose to the organs at risk in the initial irradiation 
and re-irradiation was D20% = 64.60  Gy and 42.74  Gy 
for the optic nerve, V40 = 3.24 cm3 and 0.36 cm3, and 
Dmax = 59.68  Gy and 54.09  Gy for the eyeball, respec-
tively. The irradiated doses were higher than the reported 
values, which may have inevitably led to the develop-
ment of adverse events. However, owing to the excellent 
dose distribution of C-ion RT [10], no visual dysfunction 
occurred on the healthy side.

The clinically significant late adverse event for head 
and neck cancers after C-ion RT is osteoradionecrosis. 
None of our two patients had this event. Sasahara et al. 
reported that a maxillary volume receiving > 50  Gy and 
the presence of teeth within the planning target volume 
are risk factors for maxillary osteoradionecrosis [26]. 
In addition, for mandibular osteoradionecrosis, doses 
of 30 Gy to the mandible and teeth are the most signifi-
cant risk factors [27]. The primary locations in the two 

Fig. 3 Re-irradiation using carbon-ion radiotherapy for recurrent maxillary clear cell odontogenic carcinoma (a) Nineteen months after carbon-ion 
radiotherapy: The tumor is enlarged and diagnosed as recurrent in axial, contrast-enhanced T1 weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).(b) Dose 
distribution of re-carbon-ion radiotherapy, with a prescribed dose of 64 Gy in 16 fractions: The isodose lines correspond to 95%, 90%, 70%, 50%, 30%, and 
10% dose areas. Representative computed tomography images are used for the delineation of gross tumor volume (red) and planning target volume 
(yellow) (c) Six years after re-carbon-ion radiotherapy: The tumor do not show growth or recurrence, and the patient has a stable disease in axial, contrast-
enhanced T1 weighted MRI.
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CCOC cases, one in the mandible and the other in the 
maxilla, were both recurrent lesions after tumor resec-
tion with osteotomy. The jawbone on the primary side 
had already been resected in both cases before C-ion RT; 
therefore, there were no jawbones or teeth associated 
with the risk of osteoradionecrosis. Thus, the patient was 
considered to have had a good clinical outcome without 
osteoradionecrosis.

Conclusion
Report of these cases demonstrates the advantages of 
C-ion RT for unresectable CCOCs, with good treatment 
results and acceptable side effects. It also showed that 
local control with C-ion RT may lead to long-term sur-
vival. Therefore, C-ion RT may be an effective treatment 
option for inoperable CCOCs, although large-sample 
studies are needed to clarify its efficacy.
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